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“Bring Tenerfie at Home”
Archipelago Spring Hotel
Travelling entails an enourmous amount of energy, oftenly used visiting the
local landscape and its beautiful and singular landmarks. However sometimes we
just want to relax and wish that the landscape could come to us, because in hollidays
everything must be fluent, close and “easy going”.

The project “Tenerife at Home” storytells the singular landscape of the Canary
Archipelago where Tenerife island is a very important and representative part
of it, starting a journey through its great landmarks; The Islands, the Volcano,
Bufaderos, Oasis, Beaches, Whirlpools.... Bringing and adapting them into a new
and very comfortable gently landscape, allowing every leisure activity occur “at
Home”while at the same time, meeting the identity of Tenerife in a playful, unexplored and very immersive expereince of local landscape.
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Hotel inhabitants travel over a continuous and smooth terrain surface, without any steps or dangerous cuts in the ground floor, flowing and discovering the different zones inside a gradient of water activities from East to West. The sheed of water distributes the spaces sinking the terrain’s low
area, creating variety of Archipelago spaces inside and out of water. The mounds become island
landmarks isolated by water, while the whole perimeter becomes a continuous coast. The mound
lanscape allows the programme to be integrated over its flexible shape, respecting its walkability and
enhancing its entertainment. Ultimately, the indigenous flora is provided in the green belt and Oasis
aromatizing the atmosphere plus shading and refreshing the ambient, as well as protecting from the
exterior noise.
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Av. de Chayofita

Operative center
Whirlpool playground
Show area/Water Spectacles
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Parties
Local Food Gastronomy
Music ambient/ Beach bar
Vulcano Vaping geyser/ Iconic Corner
Sports Area
Baby playground area
Double ring playgorund/ Kids area
Shaded Area/ Chilling
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